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Featured 
Product 
Packages 
STREAMLINE® packages are designed 
and created to present a complete 
solution to your cleaning requirement.  
The range includes domestic window 
cleaning packages, commercial 
window cleaning packages, and  
high pressure packages.

Domestic Window Cleaning Packages 
Pages 4 - 7
Filled with demineralising resin, these filters  

produce instant pure water for applications where  

a spot-free rinse is required, such as cleaning  

glass, windows, frames, conservatory roofs,  

solar panels, etc.

Commercial Window Cleaning Packages  
Pages 8 - 15
These are more portable tank based packages, where  

the operator can take a bowser of water to the job  

required. Filtration is completed on-site right where  

you need it, making it easier for small commercial  

cleaning tasks.

High Pressure Cleaning Packages  
Pages 16 - 19
Pressure Washing at height has a key part in all  

external cleaning regimes and in this current economic  

climate, with everyone vying for business and trying to  

draw custom in to their shops, outward appearances is  

everything. They say, ‘you never get a second chance  

to make a first impression’. Here are some packages  

to help you.
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MOBI  
The MOBI CARRY filters have a comfy carry 
handle, which allows them to be carried to 
point of use, or even fixed  to a vertical surface, 
i.e. Wall-mounted near a tap, or even fixed in a 
van as part of a system.

Filled with demineralising resin, these filters 
produce instant pure water for applications 
where a spot-free rinse is required, such as 
cleaning glass, windows, frames, conservatory 
roofs, solar panels, etc.

Hose kit to  
connect pole  

to filter

Hose kit to 
connect filter 
to mains tap

15mtr of 6mm 
Microbore  Hose

AHA-H6 Hoselock 
hose connector

MOBI® CARRY
Carry filter filled  
with MB115   
demineralising resin

Handheld TDS  
meter to measure  
water quality

Recomended for...

The MOBI  CARRY DI system is recommended 
for commercial users situated in a soft water 
area up to 150ppm. Suitable to produce 2,000 
litres of pure water  
at 100ppm.

20ft glass fibre
pole (OVA8® or  
other poles optional)

ECOLITE™ 

STREAMLINE® 

STREAMLINE® 

Hi-Lo 25cm brush  
complete with  
pencil jets

PART NO ITEM 

SK072-252-031 SK07 FILTERPLUS® MOBI® CARRY 8x17 DI Starter Kit with 20ft reach Telescopic Pole and Hi-Lo Brush 

ADD HOSE REEL  
TO YOUR KIT

HRM150-8-UA

Metal Hose Reel - 
Freestanding - C/W - 50m 
of 8mm Ecoline  
Hose - unassembled 

ADD AN ADDITIONAL  
25LTR DI RESIN BAG

MB115

TDS METER 

S06YW-KIT015-0113

TDS1

FP-MOBI-C0817-02

FP-MOBI-KIT-014344

V-SBH25-M

GXTEL5200R

FP-MOBI-KIT-014244

MOBI CARRY STREAMLINE® 
Carry filter filled  
with MB115   
demineralising resin

25ft glass fibre
pole (OVA8 or  
other poles optional)

ECOLITE™ 

FP-MOBI-C0817-02GXTEL5200R V-SBH25-M

Hi-Lo 25cm brush  
complete with  
pencil jets

MOBI   CARRY

SK07 Carry Kit®

®

®
®

®

Scan Here
to shop online  
for the latest prices 

®

Window Cleaning Kits 
Domestic 
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MOBI® ROLL STREAMLINE®

Free standing metal hose 
reel complete with 100 
meter of 6mm or 8mm hose, 
coupling included.

FP-MOBI-T0835-02

MOBI® ROLL Trolley 
filter filled with 
demineralising resin 

HRM200-6-AS-PRO

25ft glass fibre
pole (OVA8® or  
other poles optional)

ECOLITE™ 

GXTEL5200R

SK09 Trolley Kit
The MOBI® ROLL Trolley kit is perfect for 
wheeling around your MOBI® vessel with 
ease, with a handle for pulling and a sturdy 
frame to keep the vessel in place  
when stationary.

Filled with demineralising resin, these filters 
produce instant pure water for applications 
where a spot-free rinse is required, such 
as cleaning glass, windows, frames, 
conservatory roofs, solar panels, etc.

MOBI® ROLL
MOBI® ROLL Trolley 
filter filled with 
demineralising resin 

Recommended for...

The MOBI® ROLL DI system is recommended 
for commercial users situated in a soft water 
area up to 150ppm. Suitable to produce 2,000 
litres of pure water at 100ppm.

PART NO ITEM

SK092-252-011 SK09 FILTERPLUS® MOBI® Trolley DI Starter Kit with 20ft reach Telescopic Pole and Hi-Lo Brush

FP-MOBI-T0835-02

Hose kit to  
connect pole  

to filter

Hose kit to 
connect filter 
to mains tap
FP-MOBI-KIT-014344 FP-MOBI-KIT-014244

20ft glass fibre
pole (OVA8® or  
other poles optional)

ECOLITE™ 

STREAMLINE® 
Hi-Lo 25cm brush  
complete with  
pencil jets
V-SBH25-M

GXTEL5200R

15mtr of 6mm 
Microbore  Hose

AHA-H6 Hoselock 
hose connector

STREAMLINE® 

S06YW-KIT015-0113

Handheld TDS  
meter to measure  
water quality

TDS METER 

TDS1

MOBI   ROLL

MOBI  

ADD HOSE REEL  
TO YOUR KIT

HRM150-8-UA

Metal Hose Reel - 
Freestanding - C/W - 50m 
of 8mm Ecoline Hose - 
unassembled 

ADD AN ADDITIONAL  
25LTR DI RESIN BAG

MB115

®

®

Scan Here
to shop online  
for the latest prices 
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Scan Here
to shop online  
for the latest prices 

Pole Options 

• ECOLITE™ Pole Complete 3-Section 22 foot Reach (GXTEL5200R)

• ECOLITE™ Pole Complete 6-Section 34 foot Reach (GXTEL9400R)

• STREAMLINE® OVA8® Carbon Pole 7 section, 35 foot long for 38 foot reach, ECOLINE™ (OV35-30-E)

• STREAMLINE® OVA8® Carbon Pole 9 section, 45 foot long for 48 foot reach, ECOLINE™ (OV45-30-E)

FP-TR1200L-02-SS

FP-TR2000-03-SS-EU

FP-TR3000-03-SS-EU

MOBI® MIDGET 

TDS METER 

RODI trolley  
filtration system 

Electric Powered 2000GPD

Electric Powered 3000GPD

TDS1

20ft glass fibre
pole (OVA8® or  
other poles optional)

ECOLITE™ 

Hi-Lo 25cm brush  
complete with  
pencil jets
V-SBH25-M

GXTEL5200R

The MOBI® MIDGET mobile reverse osmosis
filtration system, for purifying water on 
demand in hard water areas.

•   Compact stainless steel frame
•  Easy change, pre-filtration and final  
 polishing all on board to ensure  
 spot-free cleaning
•  Stainless hoselock-type couplings  
 for long life
•  Handheld Inline TDS meter for accurate  
 water checks
•  Battery powered trolley with charger 

Where there is access to both water and 
mains power, the MOBI® MIDGET trolley will 
produce enough water and pressure for a 
single operator to clean up to 72ft. This is 
unit is capable of producing up to 3.8ltrs 
per minute. The battery will run for 8-hrs 
consistently from a full charge and take up 
to 8-hrs to fully charge.

Recommended For...

The MOBI® MIDGET RODI trolley system is 
recommended for commercial users situated 
in a hard water area up to 500ppm

Midget Kits

Add a replacement filter 

PART NO ITEM

R-MK600
MOBI® Midget Dual 300GPD 
Membrane Housing Kit (x2 required)

CF10-F-001 FILTERPLUS® Carbon Block 10" Cartridge

FH2CR-10 ECO 10" Cartridge filled with MB115 resin

PART NO. ITEM

SK822-252-011 MOBI® MIDGET Package Complete with: GXTEL5200R (22ft Reach)

SK822-294-011 MOBI® MIDGET Package Complete with: GXTEL9400R (34ft Reach)

SK822-910-011 MOBI® MIDGET Package Complete with OV35-30-E (38ft Reach)

SK822-914-011 MOBI® MIDGET Package Complete with OV45-30-E (48ft Reach)

MOBI   MIDGET

MOBI  

H M Digital Handheld  
TDS/Temperature Meter 
With Carrying Case 

®

Lithium Ion Powered: 

ADD HOSE REEL  
TO YOUR KIT

HRM300-T12-AS

Metal Hose Reel - Wheeled 
- HRM3 C/W 100m 
of 12mm Extraflex 
Hose - assembled 

Window Cleaning Kits 
Commercial 
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STREAMFLO 25
Trolley Filtration system,  
complete with 18inch 
DI Filter and Lithium Battery

SF-TR25L-072 V-SBH25-M MS4

STREAMLINE MINICONE
Caution cleaning  
in process 
*Not included in kit

PART NO ITEM

SK272-252-011 STREAMFLO® 25ltr Trolley Package  
Complete with: GXTEL5200R (22ft Reach)

SK272-294-011 STREAMFLO® 25ltr Trolley Package  
Complete with: GXTEL9400R (34ft Reach)

SK272-910-031 STREAMFLO® 25ltr Trolley Package  
Complete with: OV35-30-E (38ft Reach)

SK272-914-031 STREAMFLO® 25ltr Trolley Package  
Complete with: OV45-30-E (48ft Reach)

 

STREAMFLO®25
Trolley Filtration  
system, complete  
with 18inch 
DI Filter and 
Lithium Battery

Handheld TDS meter  
to measure  
water quality

25 Litre Trolley  
System Kits
The STREAMFLO®25 Trolley System, 
mobile water delivery providing pure water 
on demand. Simply fill the container with 
tap water and it’s ready to work, producing 
0 ppm pure water on demand. 

A commercial trolley built for the most 
demanding tasks, ideal for: professional 
window cleaners, contract cleaners, 
shopping centres, hotels, schools, hospitals, 
nursing homes, public houses, clubs etc. 

The battery provides a full day’s use (12 
hours) and takes 5 hours to fully re-charge. 
The max flow of the system is 1700gpd 
(4.5ltrs per minute) with the pump working 
at 100psi. Ths system has a digital flow 
controller to adjust the speed or the pump, 
allowing the operator to save water.

Recommended for...

The STREAMFLO® 25 Trolley System is 
recommended as a starter package, in soft 
water areas up to 150ppm. It includes all 
the tools you need to begin waterfed pole 
cleaning. Take the water to the window with 
the STREAMFLO® Trolley.

STREAMLINE® 
10mtr link hose,  
complete with  
connectors

TDS1

S12BK-KIT010-2145

SF-TR25L-072 

TDS METER 

20ft glass fibre
pole (OVA8® or  
other poles optional)

ECOLITE™ 

STREAMLINE® 
Hi-Lo 25cm brush  
complete with  
pencil jets
V-SBH25-M

GXTEL5200R

Hoselock tap hose 
connector

®®

STREAMFLO  25

ADD AN ADDITIONAL  
25LTR DI RESIN BAG

MB115

Hi-Lo 25cm brush  
complete with  
pencil jets     

®

For the latest prices visit: www.streamline.systems

Window Cleaning Kits 
Commercial 
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SF-TR50L-072OV25-24-E

STREAMFLO® 50
Trolley Filtration  
system, complete with 
18inch DI Filter and 
Lithium Battery

STREAMLINE 
BRUSH

PART NO ITEM

SK472-252-011 STREAMFLO® 50ltr Trolley Package  
Complete with: GXTEL5200R (22ft Reach)

SK472-294-011 STREAMFLO® 50ltr Trolley Package  
Complete with: GXTEL9400R (34ft Reach)

SK472-910-031 STREAMFLO® 50ltr Trolley Package Complete 
with: OV35-30-E (38ft Reach)

SK472-914-031 STREAMFLO® 50ltr Trolley Package Complete 
with: OV45-30-E (48ft Reach)

STREAMFLO® 50
Trolley Filtration  
system, complete  
with 18inch 
DI Filter and 
Lithium Battery

Hoselock tap hose 
connector

50 Litre Trolly  
System Kits
The STREAMFLO® 50 Trolley System, mobile 
water delivery providing pure water on 
demand. Simply fill the container with tap 
water and it’s ready to work, producing 
0ppm pure water on demand.

Commercial trolley built for the most 
demanding tasks, ideal for: professional 
window cleaners, contract cleaners, 
shopping centres, hotels, schools, hospitals, 
nursing homes, public houses, clubs etc.

The battery provides a full day’s use (12 
hours) and takes 5 hours to fully re-charge.  
The pump works at 100psi. This system has 
a digital flow controller to adjust the speed 
of the pump, allowing the operator to  
save water.

Recommended For...

The STREAMFLO® 50 Trolley System is 
recommended as a commercial package, for 
use in soft water areas up to 150ppm. Ideal 
for the commercial cleaner to take water into 
difficult places including shopping centres, 
hotels, schools, hospitals etc. where trailing 
hoses are an issue! 

SF-TR50L-072

20ft glass fibre
pole (OVA8® or  
other poles optional)

ECOLITE™ 

STREAMLINE® 
Hi-Lo 25cm brush  
complete with  
pencil jets
V-SBH25-M

GXTEL5200R

25ft carbon fibre
pole (OVA8® or  
other poles optional)

OVA8®

STREAMLINE® 
10mtr link hose,  
complete with  
connectors

Handheld TDS  
meter to measure  
water quality
TDS1

TDS METER 

®

V-SBH25-M

Hi-Lo 25cm brush  
complete with  
pencil jets

S12BK-KIT010-2145

STREAMFLO  50

ADD AN ADDITIONAL  
25LTR DI RESIN BAG

MB115

STREAMLINE® 

®

For the latest prices visit: www.streamline.systems
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STREAMFLO  120
Trolley Filtration system,  
complete with  
18inch DI Filter

SF-BP120L-072 

OVA8 BRUSH

STREAMFLO® 120
Filtration system,  
complete with  
18inch DI Filter

Handheld TDS meter to 
measure water quality

120 Litre Trolley  
System Kits 
The STREAMFLO® 120 Trolley System, 
complete with DI filter is perfect for 
providing pure water on demand. 
Simply fill the container with tap water 
and it’s ready to work, producing 0 ppm 
pure water on demand.

Commercial trolley built for the most 
demanding tasks, ideal for: professional 
window cleaners, contract cleaners, 
shopping centres, hotels, schools, 
hospitals, nursing homes, public houses, 
clubs etc.

The battery will work 12 hrs consistently 
on full charge, which takes 5hrs to fully 
charge. The max flow of the system is 
1700gpd (4.5ltrs per minute) with the 
pump working at 100psi. Ths system 
has a digital flow controller to adjust 
the speed or the pump, allowing the 
operator to save water.

SF-BP120L-072 

PART NO ITEM
SK772-252-011 STREAMFLO® 120ltr Trolley Package Complete with: GXTEL5200R (22ft Reach)

SK772-294-011 STREAMFLO® 120ltr Trolley Package Complete with: GXTEL9400R (34ft Reach)

SK772-910-031 STREAMFLO® 120ltr Trolley Package Complete with: OV35-30-E (38ft Reach)

SK772-914-031 STREAMFLO® 120ltr Trolley Package Complete with: OV45-30-E (48ft Reach)

TDS METER 

TDS1

OV25-24-E

25ft carbon fibre
pole (OVA8® or  
other poles optional)

20ft glass fibre
pole (OVA8® or  
other poles optional)

ECOLITE™ 

STREAMLINE® 
Hi-Lo 25cm brush  
complete with  
pencil jets
V-SBH25-M

GXTEL5200R

®

®® ®STREAMLINE STREAMLINE 

V-SBH25-M

Hi-Lo 25cm brush  
complete with  
pencil jets

STREAMFLO  120

ADD AN ADDITIONAL  
25LTR DI RESIN BAG

MB115

®

For the latest prices visit: www.streamline.systems

Window Cleaning Kits 
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Scan Here

to shop online  
for the latest prices 

Honda powered pressure washer mounted on  
a trolley for easy manoeuvrability and capable  
of meeting the demands of almost any  
outdoor cleaning task.

High pressure cleaning has a wide variety of 
applications such as gutters, cladding, wall 
surfaces, signs, decking, patios, paths and 
driveways, just to name a few.

HIGHLINE   Pressure 
Washer Kit 

Recommended for...
This machine is the perfect partner for gutter 
cleaning applications using telescoping wands 
or for turbo nozzles, rotary brushes and other 
attachments where single nozzles are used.

HIGHLINE™ 150
Honda powered  
pressure washer  
12lpm, 150bar

High pressure  
turbo attachment

High pressure  
gutter cleaning  
nozzle HP-GC
HP-TN-250

HP-T12150PHR

PART NO ITEM

HP-PACK061 12 Lpm 150 Bar Starter High Pressure Kit

Don’t forget,
for the latest prices shop online at

www.streamline.systems

Contact us on 
+44 (0)1626 830 830

HIGHLINE™ 150HIGHLINE™ HIGHLINE™ 
Honda powered  
pressure washer  
12lpm, 150bar

300mm  
Handheld Hard  
Surface Cleaner
(Optional Extra)

Gun and 36”  
Lance Assembly

HP-T12150PHR
HP-GL0902

HP-HSC300

Giraffe 18ft  
glass fibre  
& aluminium  
high pressure  
pole
HP-18

HIGHLINE   150 

™

™

For the latest prices visit: www.streamline.systems
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HIGHLINE™ 207
Honda powered  
pressure washer  
15lpm, 207bar

Giraffe 18ft  
glass fibre  
& aluminium  
high pressure  
pole

22” Stainless 
steel flat 
surface cleaner 

PART NO ITEM

HP-PACK073 15 Lpm 207 Bar Starter High Pressure Kit

HP-GC

HP-TN-250

HP-HSC550

HP-T15207PHR-G

HIGHLINE™ 207
Honda powered  
pressure washer  
15lpm, 207bar

HP-T15207PHR-G

Gun and 36” Lance
Assembly
Nozzle not Included*

HIGHLINE™ HIGHLINE™ 
22” Stainless 
steel flat 
surface cleaner 

HP-GL0902HP-HSC550-SS

Scan Here

Don’t forget,
for the latest prices shop online at

www.streamline.systems

Contact us on 
+44 (0)1626 830 830

High pressure  
turbo attachment

High pressure  
gutter cleaning  
nozzle 

HIGHLINE   Pressure 
Washer Kits 
Honda powered pressure washer mounted on 
a trolley for easy manoeuvrability and capable 
of meeting the demands of almost any outdoor 
cleaning task.

High pressure cleaning has a wide variety of 
applications such as gutters, cladding, wall 
surfaces, signs, decking, patios, paths and 
driveways, just to name a few.

Recommended for...
This machine is the perfect partner for gutter 
cleaning applications using telescopic wands 
or for turbo nozzles, rotary brushes and other 
attachments where multiple nozzles are used. 
ie. Water brooms and rotary hard surface 
cleaners etc.

HP-18

™

HIGHLINE   200 ™

For the latest prices visit: www.streamline.systems

Cleaning Packages  
High Pressure 
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Product Packages 

Hamilton House, 8 Fairfax Road, 
Heathfield Industrial Estate,
Newton Abbot, Devon TQ12 6UD, UK

If you are looking for an item  
not featured in this product overview  
then give us a call - we may be  
able to source it for you.

T: +44 (0)1626 830 830
E: sales@streamline.systems
W: www.streamline.systems


